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All eukaryotic DNA transposons reported so far belong to a single
category of elements transposed by the so-called ‘‘cut-and-paste’’
mechanism. Here, we report a previously unknown category of
eukaryotic DNA transposons, Helitron, which transpose by rollingcircle replication. Autonomous Helitrons encode a 5ⴕ-to-3ⴕ DNA
helicase and nuclease兾ligase similar to those encoded by known
rolling-circle replicons. Helitron-like transposons have conservative 5ⴕ-TC and CTRR-3ⴕ termini and do not have terminal inverted
repeats. They contain 16- to 20-bp hairpins separated by 10 –12
nucleotides from the 3ⴕ-end and transpose precisely between
the 5ⴕ-A and T-3ⴕ, with no modifications of the AT target sites.
Together with their multiple diverged nonautonomous descendants, Helitrons constitute ⬇2% of both the Arabidopsis thaliana
and Caenorhabditis elegans genomes and also colonize the Oriza
sativa genome. Sequence conservation suggests that Helitrons
continue to be transposed.

E

ukaryotic and prokaryotic genomes are populated by transposable elements (TEs) that are capable of intragenomic
multiplication by transferring a DNA segment from one genomic
site to another (1–3). On the basis of mechanisms of their
transposition, TEs can be divided into two classes: retrotransposons, which proliferate via reverse transcription, and DNA
transposons, which are transposed without RNA intermediates.
DNA transposons found so far in eukaryotic genomes have
characteristic structural hallmarks, including terminal inverted
repeats (TIRs) and 2- to 10-bp flanking direct repeats, generated
by target site duplications (TSD) on insertion of the transposons
in the genome. Transposition of known DNA transposons in
eukaryotes is described by the ‘‘cut-and-paste’’ model (4), according to which transposases encoded by transposons perform
both DNA cleavage and transfer reactions, which are necessary
to cut a transposon at both its termini and insert it into a new
position. The majority of eukaryotic transposases belong to the
DDE class, named after the highly conserved Asp (D), Asp (D),
and Glu (E) amino acid residues, which belong to the catalytic
core (4, 5). It has been suggested (6–8) that the bacterial
transposons IS91, IS801, and IS1294 form an exotic family of
prokaryotic rolling-circle (RC) transposons that do not belong to
the DDE class, as they transpose via RC replication (RCR).
These transposons share common 5⬘-AY and GTTC-3⬘ termini,
do not possess TIRs, and do not generate TSDs. They encode
only one protein, similar to the replication initiator proteins
(Rep) from known RC replicons (6–9). There are three groups
of episomal replicons using RCR: circular single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA) bacteriophages (10), plasmids of bacteria or archaea
(11), and geminiviruses (circular ssDNA viruses replicating in
plant cells) (12). Usually replication of RC replicons is catalyzed
by the nuclease兾ligase activity of Rep and is assisted by host
DNA helicases and ssDNA-binding proteins (SSBs) (6–12).
Here, we report a previously unknown category of eukaryotic
DNA transposons, named Helitron, that transpose as RC replicons in the Arabidopsis thaliana, Oriza sativa, and Caenorhabditis
elegans genomes. Most TEs reported in this manuscript were
active in recent evolutionary history and were reconstructed
from their inactive copies accumulated in the respective genomes. Typically, the reconstruction process produces a consensus sequence without insertions, deletions, and false stop codons
accumulated in the inactive copies. This approach is well known
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and best illustrated by a recent study of Sleeping Beauty, a
Tc1-like transposon from fish (13), reconstructed from its inactive copies and demonstrated to be transpositionally active in a
test tube. Another much more ancient example is a PiggyBac-like
DNA transposon, Looper, discovered in the human genome
[V.V.K. and J.J., Repbase Update (1998) www.girinst.org兾
Repbase㛭Update.html], whose consensus sequence is based on a
multiple alignment of the inactive copies, which are ⬇100 million
years old. All genomic copies of Looper are mutated to the extent
that no traces of its transposase could be detected at the
sequence level. However, the transposase re-emerged from the
virtual background noise after reconstructing the consensus
sequence.
Materials and Methods
Computational Analysis. TEs reported in the manuscript were

identified by running DNA sequences of prospective TEs against
GenBank by using the National Center for Biotechnology Information BLAST server (14), followed by CENSOR analysis at
Genetic Information Research Institute (GIRI) (15). CENSOR is
much more sensitive than BLAST and was applied to determine
the precise locations of sequences similar to the query and to
identify distantly related DNA sequences (⬇60% identical to
each other).
We built consensus sequences of the transposons on the basis
of a simple majority rule applied to their multiply aligned copies.
Additional copies of transposons obtained because of redundant
sequencing or chromosomal duplications unrelated to transpositions were discarded on the basis of the identity of extended
flanking regions.
Distantly related proteins were identified by using the position-specific iterated PSI-BLAST search (16). Multiple alignments
of protein sequences were produced by CLUSTAL W (17) and
edited manually by using GENEDOC (18). Alignments of nucleotide sequences were performed by using VMALN2 and PALN2,
programs developed at GIRI. Manual editing of nucleotide
alignments was done by using MASE, a UNIX-based sequence
editor (19). We used the GENSCAN (ref. 20; http:兾兾genes.mit.
edu兾GENSCAN.html) and FGENESH (ref. 21; http:兾兾genomic.
sanger.ac.uk兾gf兾gf.html) programs to predict the exon兾intron
structures of genes encoded by Helitrons.
Monte Carlo Simulation. We applied computer-assisted simula-

tions to address whether conservation of the ssDNA-binding
replication protein A (RPA)-like proteins in highly diverged
families of Helitron indicates functional significance of those
proteins for transposition. The premise behind the simulation is
that a protein-coding sequence, free of functional constraints,
will lose its coding capacity because of the accumulation of stop
codons and breakup of splicing sites, leading to elimination of
the protein-coding region. As a result, one could expect a little
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Fig. 1. Reconstruction of the Helitron1 (A), Helitron2 (B), and Helitron1㛭CE (C) consensus sequences. The consensus sequences are schematically depicted as
rectangles. Contiguous copies of Helitrons that we used for reconstruction of the consensus sequences are shown as bold lines beneath the rectangles. Gaps in
the lines mark deletions of corresponding regions of the consensus sequences. GenBank accession nos. and sequence coordinates are indicated. Genes and their
coordinates in the consensus sequences are indicated above the rectangles. Genes coding for proteins composed of the Rep and helicase domains are shaded
in gray. The AT target sites are encircled.

protein-coding capacity preserved in two sequences 40% diverged from each other, as in the case of the ATRPA1H1 and
ATRPA2H genes (Fig. 1) encoding ⬇500-aa proteins 44%
identical to each other. To test the impact of unselected mutations, we used the 2,600-bp ATRPA2H DNA sequence, containing both exons and introns, as a query to generate 100
random sequences. Every random sequence was generated by
random mutations at N random positions in the query, without
insertions and deletions (the simulation program written in PERL
is available on request). N equals D䡠L兾100, where D stands for
the sequence divergence and L for length of the query. Using
GENSCAN, we were able to obtain a distribution of lengths for
proteins predicted in the set of 100 random DNA sequences D%
divergent from the query. Assuming no functional role of
RPA-like proteins in Helitrons, one should expect that the
lengths of these proteins in two D% diverged Helitrons follow the
random distribution.
Databases. Sequences of TEs reported in the manuscript are

deposited in the A. thaliana and C. elegans sections of Repbase

Update (ref. 22; www.girinst.org兾Repbase㛭Update.html) and are
also included in supplemental information, which is available at
www.girinst.org兾⬃vladimir兾RC兾S.html.
Results and Discussion
Helitrons in the A. thaliana Genome. During computational iden-

tification of DNA repeats, we found that the A. thaliana genome
harbors multiple dispersed ⬇10-kb units that encode two proteins similar to the yeast Pif1p DNA helicase (23–24) and RPA
(25–26). On the basis of pairwise nucleotide identity, these DNA
units can be divided into several groups of 2–10 sequences each.
Typically, sequences from any particular group are ⬇90% identical to each other, whereas they are only 60–70% identical to
sequences from separate groups. We have derived consensus
sequences for four groups, called hereafter Helitron1-4, of which
the first two are discussed in detail in this paper (Table 1). The
15,809-bp Helitron1 consensus sequence harbors three genes
(Fig. 1 A) composed of multiple exons (20 –21), named
ATRPA1H1, AT HEL1, and ATRPA1H2, respectively.
ATRPA1H1 encodes an 842-aa protein, ATRPA1H1p, similar

Table 1. RC transposons in the A. thaliana, O. sativa, and C. elegans genomes
Length, bp

Rep-helicase

RPA

Helitron1 (7)

15,809

ATHEL1p

A. thaliana
ATRPA1H1p, ATRPA1H2p

Helitron2 (6)

11,435

ATHEL2p

ATRPA2Hp

Helitron3 (2)

15,333

ATHEL3p

ATRPA3H1p, ATRPA3H2p, ATRPA3H3p

Helitron4 (5)

17,261

ATHEL4p

ATRPA4H1p, ATRPA4H2p, ATRPA4Hp3

Helitron1_OS (1)
Helitron2_OS (2)
Helitron3_OS (1)

10,182
15,167
12,693

OSHEL1p
OSHEL2p
OSHEL3p

Helitron1_CE (7)

8,484

CEHEL1p

O. sativa
OSRPA1Hp
OSRPA2Hp
OSRPA3Hp
C. elegans
—

Helitron2_CE (1)

5,514

CEHEL2p

—

Nonautonomous families
Helitrony1A (1348, 10), Helitrony1B (1311, 10),
Helitrony1C (3058, 10), Helitrony2 (11114, 10), Atrepx1
(2432, 20), Atrep1 (888, 100), Atrep2 (564, 150), Atrep3
(2097, 150), Atrep4 (2240, 50), Atrep5 (2386, 50),
Atrep6 (1189, 30), Atrep7 (940, 50), Atrep8 (1077, 40),
Atrep9 (899, 10), Atrep10 (899, 50), Atrep10A (1380,
20), Atrep10B (1821, 20), Atrep10C (653, 20), Atrep11
(1053, 50), Atrep12 (1342, 10), Atrep13 (648, 30)

—

Helitrony1_CE (2593, 50), Helitrony1A_CE (3023, 50),
Helitrony2_CE (245, 200), Helitrony3_CE (193, 100),
Helitrony4_CE (1855, 100), NDNAX1 (2085, 100),
NDNAX2 (2844, 100), NDNAX3 (1591, 100)

Rep-helicase, proteins composed of the RCR Rep and DNA helicase domains. Numbers of copies per haploid genome are shown in parentheses. Length of the
consensus sequence and numbers of copies per genome are shown together in parentheses for nonautonomous Helitrons.
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Fig. 2. Multiple alignment of helicases encoded by the Helitron1 and Helitron1㛭CE transposons with a set of eukaryotic and prokaryotic DNA helicases. Domains
I–VI that are conservative in DNA helicases from the SF1 superfamily (20) and distances between these domains are indicated. Domain IV兾V has not been reported
previously. Invariable positions are shaded in black, and those conserved in more than 60% of the sequences are shaded in gray. The following are names of
helicases: PIF1 (GenBank protein identification no. 130196, yeast), BACULOVIRUS (7460536, the dsDNA Lymantia dispar nucleopolyhedrovirus), CHILO (5725645,
the dsDNA chilo iridescent virus), TRAA㛭RHISN (2499024, a Ti-like plasmid from Rhizobium), TRAI㛭EC (136208, the F plasmid from Escherichia coli), EXOV㛭EC
(2507018, the RecD subunit from the E. coli exodeoxyribonuclease V), TRWC (1084124, the R388 conjugative plasmid from E. coli), and HEL㛭T4 (416895, the dsDNA
T4 bacteriophage).

to RPA70, the largest subunit of RPA. RPA70 is conserved in
human, fly, rice, frog, worm, and yeast and is composed of three
domains, RPA70㛭1, RPA70㛭2, and RPA70㛭3 (25–26).
ATRPA1H1p (Fig. 1 A) is composed of two divergent RPA70㛭2like domains separated by a RPA70㛭3-like domain (data not
shown). ATRPA1H2 is another gene that encodes a RPA70㛭2like protein. This gene resides in the 3⬘-terminal segment of
Helitron1 (Fig. 1 A) and encodes a 262-aa protein
(ATRPA1H2p), 20 and 39% identical to the first and second
RPA70㛭2-like domains of ATRPA1H1p, respectively. It is
known that both RPA70㛭2 and RPA70㛭3 bind ssDNA (25–26).
Therefore, both ATRPA1H1p and ATRPA1H2p are expected
to be SSBs. ATHEL1 is the largest gene, residing in a central
portion of Helitron1, between the ATRPA1H1 and ATRPA1H2
genes, and encodes a 1,697-aa protein (ATHEL1p). A ⬇500-aa
C-terminal portion of ATHEL1p is similar to numerous DNA
helicases that unwind the DNA duplex in a 5⬘-to-3⬘ direction
(10). These helicases belong to the SF1 superfamily, encompassing a broad spectrum of eukaryotic, prokaryotic, and viral
proteins characterized by a specific set of seven conservative
motifs (27). As shown in Fig. 2, all these motifs are present in
ATHEL1p.
The 11,435-bp Helitron2 consensus sequence is ⬇96% iden-

Fig. 3.

tical to seven identified Helitron2 copies (Fig. 1B) and carries two
genes called ATRPA2H and ATHEL2. ATRPA2H is composed
of 10 exons (20–21) and encodes a 518-aa RPA70-like protein,
41% identical to ATRPA1H1p from Helitron1. There is only a
60% nucleotide identity between corresponding DNA segments
that code for the two proteins. ATHEL2 is composed of 11 exons
encoding a 1,743-aa protein (ATHEL2p), whose ⬇500-aa Cterminal portion is similar to the SF1 helicases. ATHEL1p and
ATHEL2p have different 300-aa N termini, and their remaining
⬇1,400-aa portions are 55% identical. There is only a 64%
nucleotide identity between DNA segments encoding these
portions. Overall, about 10 families of 8- to 15-kb-long Helitrons
are present in the A. thaliana genome (not shown). Despite a
high nucleotide divergence between different Helitrons (⬇40%),
each has conserved structural hallmarks, which include 5⬘-TC
and CTAR-3⬘ termini, the AT target sites, and an ⬇18-bp
hairpin separated by ⬇11 nucleotides from the 3⬘ end (Fig. 3).
Helitrons in the O. sativa Genome. Arabidopsis is not the only plant
species harboring Helitron-like transposons. We found three
families of Helitrons, named Helitron1㛭OS, Helitron2㛭OS, and
Helitron3㛭OS, in the rice genome (Table 1; also see supplemental
information at www.girinst.org兾⬃vladimir兾RC兾S.html). They

Termini of Helitrons. Conserved 5⬘ and 3⬘ termini are in bold capital letters, 3⬘ terminal hairpins are shaded in gray, and inverted repeats are underlined.
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encode RPAs as well the Rep兾DNA helicases and share the same
structural hallmarks with the Helitrons from Arabidopsis (Fig. 2).
Helitrons have been transposed recently in the rice genome,
where they are represented by just a few copies (not shown).
Their recent origin is indicated in the case of Helitron2㛭OS,
represented by two ⬇15-kb copies, which are 99% identical
(GenBank accession nos. AP001278, positions 56948–41572,
and AP001800, 115543–87503).
Helitrons in the C. elegans Genome. The C. elegans genome also
contains multiple copies of DNA helicases related to those
encoded by the plant Helitrons. We extracted five DNA fragments coding for the Helitron-like helicase, which were ⬇98%
identical to each other. After iterative series of expansions of the
original DNA fragments and multiple alignments of the expanded fragments, we derived an 8,484-bp consensus sequence
(Fig. 1C). Analysis of the consensus sequence revealed a single
gene, named CEHEL1, composed of nine exons (20–21),
which encode a 1,466-aa protein (CEHEL1p), 33% identical
with ATHEL1p (excluding their 125- and 308-aa N-terminal
portions, correspondingly). This consensus sequence, named
Helitron1㛭CE, shares common structural hallmarks with the
plant Helitrons, including 5⬘-TC and CTGG-3⬘ termini and the
3⬘-hairpin (Fig. 3). On the basis of protein and nucleotide
similarities to Helitron1㛭CE, we found another 5,514-bp element,
Helitron2㛭CE, whose seven putative exons (20–21) encode a
protein 60% identical to CEHEL1p (67% nucleotide identity).
Again, despite the high divergence, Helitron2㛭CE shares structural hallmarks with the plant Helitrons. However, nematode
Helitrons do not contain the RPA-like proteins.
Interestingly, five previously reported families of 200- to
400-bp minisatellite-like nematode repetitive DNA (RcA1,
RcC9, RcD1, Rc35, and Rc123) have been found frequently
adjacent to one another in the same order and orientation (28).
It has been suggested that gene conversion and molecular drive
are responsible for the conservation of these repetitive elements
in different clusters located far apart in the genome (28). We
found that these repeats are different fragments of Helitrons, and
the ‘‘clusters’’ observed earlier are just different copies of
Helitrons. Overall, Helitrons carry and propagate multiple minisatellites in the C. elegans genome. For example, the internal
portion of the ⬇3-kb nonautonomous element Helitrony1㛭CE is
built predominantly of different 15-, 35-, and 40-bp minisatellites. The number of minisatellite units present in some copies of
the nematode Helitrons is close to 300 (not shown).

Helitrony2㛭CE in the genome are ⬇5% divergent from their
249-bp consensus sequence and ⬇10% divergent from each
other. Helitrony3㛭CE copies are only 1% divergent from their
195-bp consensus sequence. Moreover, several copies of
Helitrony3㛭CE, inserted in different places, are identical (GenBank accession nos. AF106583, positions 13953–13789,
AL023831, 213–407, and U97016, 7488–17294). The last observation suggests that Helitrons are transpositionally active in C.
elegans.
Approximately 2% of both the A. thaliana and C. elegans DNA
sequences deposited in GenBank (over 90% of both genomes)
are composed of repetitive elements significantly similar to
Helitrons present currently in Repbase Update. These elements
were identified by CENSOR, and their coordinates are listed in
maps of TEs from the A. thaliana and C. elegans (www.girinst.
org兾Repbase㛭Update.html). The proportion of Helitrons in these
genomes is slightly underestimated, because most Helitrons
reside in heterochromatin regions, underrepresented in the

elements. They share common termini and other structural
hallmarks with ‘‘autonomous’’ Helitrons, but they do not encode
any complete set of proteins encoded by the autonomous
elements. This phenomenon is common for other known DNA
transposons and indicates that structural hallmarks, present in
both 5⬘ and 3⬘ termini, ensure a transposition of the nonautonomous elements because of the interaction between the termini
and transposase expressed by the autonomous elements. It has
been reported recently (29–30) that the A. thaliana genome
harbors multiple families of 1- to 3-kb-long repetitive elements
reported under the names ATREP (29) and AthE1 (30), which
constitute more than 1% of the haploid genome. We found that
these elements share the same structural hallmarks with Helitrons and are 60–80% similar to other nonautonomous Helitrons, like Helitrony1A-Helitrony1C (not shown); therefore, they
are also classified here as nonautonomous Helitrons.
Multiple nonautonomous derivatives of Helitrons are present
in the C. elegans genome (Table 1). For example, we found two
families of short nonautonomous transposons, called
Helitrony2㛭CE and Helitrony3㛭CE, which share similar terminal
regions with Helitron1㛭CE and Helitron2㛭CE. The ⬇200 copies of
Kapitonov and Jurka

Fig. 4. Precise integration of Helitrons into the host AT target sites. Six
insertion cases of Helitrons (red) into different transposons (green) are shown
separately. Two copies of ATREP1, two copies of Helitrony3㛭CE, and single
copies of Helitrony2㛭CE and ATREP9 are inserted into copies of the ATTIRX1D,
ATHATN1, PAL5A㛭CE, LTR2㛭CE, PALTTAA1㛭CE, and ATREP10 transposons, respectively. The consensus sequences of the elements harboring Helitrons
are marked by the bold black letters and are described in the A. thaliana
and C. elegans sections of Repbase Update at www.girinst.org兾
Repbase㛭Update.html. Consensus sequences of the corresponding Helitrons
are marked in blue. Asterisks, semicolons, and dots indicate identical nucleotide positions, transitions, and transversions, respectively. Only termini of
Helitrons are shown. Black, green, and blue numbers show positions in the
consensus sequences of the harboring transposons, GenBank, and Helitron
consensus sequences, respectively.
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Nonautonomous Helitrons. Most Helitrons are ‘‘nonautonomous’’

Fig. 5.
Distributions of protein lengths predicted in 100 random DNA
sequences. Every random sequence was 61% identical to ATRPA2H, without
insertions or deletions. Black marks all proteins predicted by GENSCAN; gray
marks proteins similar to ATRPA2Hp.

available sequence data. Moreover, multiple highly divergent
families of nonautonomous Helitrons are represented by one or
two copies per genome, and only some of them can be detected
on the basis of distant similarity to known TEs.
Target Sites. Numerous nonautonomous Helitrons were found
inserted into copies of other well-known mobile elements in the
A. thaliana genome (29–30), and it has been suggested that those
elements do not produce target site duplications on their integration in the genome. On the basis of our analysis of Helitron
insertions into other well-defined TEs in both the A. thaliana and
C. elegans (Fig. 4), we also conclude that Helitrons transpose
specifically into host AT target sites. The integration occurs
precisely between the host A and T nucleotides, without duplications or deletions of the target sites, consistent with the RC
mechanism discussed below.
RPA-Like Proteins Are Functional Components of Helitrons. We generated a set of 100 random DNA sequences 61% identical to the
2,600-bp ATRPA2H gene from Helitron2, encoding the 518-aa
RPA-like protein ATRPA2Hp. These random sequences imitated a ⬇2,767-bp portion of ATRPA1H1 from Helitron1 encoding a 475-aa portion of ATRPA1H1p 44% identical to
ATRPA2Hp at the protein level and 60% at the DNA level.
After alignment by VMALN2, the average identity between the
random sequences and ATRPA2H was even higher, 63%, because of gaps introduced by the alignment. Fig. 5 shows the
distribution of lengths of proteins predicted by GENSCAN in the
randomly mutated sequences (proteins encoded by the minus

strand have been discarded). The average length was 46 aa with
a standard deviation of 40 aa. No proteins longer than 152 aa
were found in the random set of DNA sequences. Overall, only
71 random sequences encoded proteins. Moreover, only 31
sequences encoded proteins similar to ATRPA2Hp (BLASTP,
E ⬍ 0.05). The average length of the ‘‘random’’ proteins similar
to ATRPA2Hp was only 15 aa, with a standard deviation of 25
aa (Fig. 5). These random proteins contrast strongly with
ATRPA1H1p, whose 475-aa length differs from the average
‘‘random’’ length by the 20 standard deviations. Therefore, we
conclude that the RPA protein is a functional component of
Helitrons, evolving under selective pressures. The same conclusion is well supported by the observation of RPA-like proteins
encoded by the rice Helitrons, which do not show any significant
nucleotide identity to Helitrons from A. thaliana.
Replication Initiator Motifs in Helitrons. Despite their DNA trans-

poson-like characteristics, Helitrons do not code for any proteins
similar to known transposases. However, iterative screening by
PSI-BLAST shows that ATHEL1p contains an 11-aa motif (Fig. 6)
similar to the ‘‘two-His’’ motif conserved in the Reps encoded
by a diverse set of plasmids and ssDNA viruses that use RC DNA
replication (9). Most importantly, Reps perform both cleavage
and ligation of DNA, reactions that initiate and terminate RCR,
and contain three conserved motifs (9). The first, most variable
motif is of unknown function and lies 30–80 aa upstream of a
‘‘two-His’’ motif, which functions putatively as a ligand to Mg2⫹
and Mn2⫹, which are required for RCR. Another Rep motif lies
30–90 aa downstream of ‘‘two His’’ and catalyzes DNA cleavage
and ligation, two key reactions of RCR. The last motif is also
conserved in Helitrons and is separated by the invariant number
of 114 aa following the ‘‘two-His’’ motif (Fig. 6). It includes two
conserved tyrosine residues, which are central to DNA nick
formation and ligation by the Rep proteins during RCR (9,
31–33).
Helitrons Are RC DNA Transposons. The current model for RCR
involves several basic stages (11). Replication starts from a
site-specific nicking of the replicon plus strand by the Rep
protein. A free 3⬘-OH end of the nicked plus strand serves as a
primer for leading-strand DNA synthesis and is elongated by
several host replication proteins, such as DNA helicase, DNA
Pol, and SSB. The newly synthesized leading plus strand remains
covalently linked to the 3⬘-OH end of the parent plus strand
during the continuous displacement of its 5⬘-OH end. When the
leading strand makes a complete turn, Rep catalyzes a strand
transfer reaction followed by release of an ssDNA intermediate,

Fig. 6. Alignment of the RC motifs in the Helitrons. Following is a list of the RCR initiator-like proteins: SVTS2 (GenBank accession no. AAF18310, the SVTS2
ssDNA spiroplasma plectrovirus); Rep㛭SC (BAA34784, the pSA1.1 conjugative plasmid from Streptomyces cyaneus); Rep㛭BB (BAA07788, the pHT926 Bacillus
borstelensis cryptic plasmid); Rep㛭AA (AAC37125, the pVT736 –1 RCR plasmid from Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans); and Pf3 (AAA88392, the Pf3 ssDNA
bacteriophage from Pseudomonas aeruginosa). Color shading shows different physicochemical properties of conserved amino acids (17). Conserved tyrosines,
corresponding to the RCR nicking兾ligation catalytic center, are marked by dots.
8718 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.151269298
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the parent minus strand, and a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
replicon composed of both the parental plus and a newly
synthesized strand. The RCR model (6–8) explains why there
are no target site duplications during integration of Helitrons in
the genome. Presumably, the 3⬘ terminal hairpin, conserved in
Helitrons, serves as a terminator of RCR.
Evolutionary Implications. It has been suggested that geminiviruses

have evolved from prokaryotic circular ssDNA replicons (9, 12).
If this scenario is correct, one would expect to observe geminiviruses in different eukaryotic kingdoms. However, no geminiviruses are found outside plant species. Our finding of eukaryotic
RC transposons suggests that geminiviruses might have evolved
from plant RC transposons rather than from prokaryotic RC
replicons.
Given characteristics of prokaryotic and eukaryotic RC transposons, it seems that the hypothesis of their evolution from the
same common ancestral elements would be the most parsimonious. The prokaryotic RC transposons encode the Rep proteins
only, and their transposition depends presumably on the host
DNA helicase and SSB (8). As shown here, in addition to Rep,
the eukaryotic RC transposons encode their own helicase and
SSB (the latter in plants only). Given their exon–intron structure
and similarities to known proteins, Helitron’s SSB and helicase
are both likely to have evolved from former host proteins
recruited by ancestral eukaryotic RC transposons. Apparently,
RC transposons form the only class of eukaryotic mobile ele-
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ments that depend so critically on proteins related to those
directly involved in a host DNA replication.
Two alternative scenarios describe the most likely fate of a
host gene captured by a transposon: (i) The captured gene would
be destroyed by multiple mutations if it did not provide any
selective advantage to the transposon; (ii) it would be kept as a
gene related to the original host gene if its capture is beneficial
for the transposon, which is tolerated by the host. Given the
conservation of the RPA and helicase proteins in different
families of Helitron, DNA sequences of which are sometimes as
much as 40–50% divergent, one has to presume that both
proteins are functional parts of the transposition machinery.
Spectacularly, Helitrons, as most of other mobile elements in the
A. thaliana and C. elegans genomes (ref. 29; V.V.K. and J.J.,
www.girinst.org兾Repbase㛭Update.html), are represented in the
genomes by multiple highly diverged families. Given the young
age of these families and the extent of protein conservation, it is
highly unlikely that the divergence observed is a result of
mutations accumulated by the transposons integrated in the host
genome. In that case, Helitron transposons work as a powerful
tool of evolution. They have recruited host genes, modified them
to an extent that is unreachable by the Mendelian process, and
multiplied them in the host genomes.
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